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*************************FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE******************************

CTR Industrial Fabrication & Supply Announces Official Grand Opening!
CTR introduces itself to Baytown and the greater Houston area industrial businesses and
contractors.
CTR provides structural lumber and plywood to the cooling tower industry and other
industries requiring structural grade lumber and plywood. Our expertise in the lumber
industry combined with our onsite milling/fabrication facilities allow us to provide

quality structural components as well as assembled parts to both new tower constructors
and the after-market and repair specialists. Besides structural lumber and plywood, CTR
also imports 304 & 316 stainless steel fasteners in the forms of nails, bolts, nuts, washers,
all-thread rod and several other stainless related items. Amongst items distributed, CTR is
a distributor of FRP casing, FRP structural shapes and plate, grating, FRP decking,
caulking, and more. In addition, CTR also has machinery to not only fabricate wood
products but also casing panels, FRP shapes, plate and FRP decking. Being a component
provider, we understand the fast track nature of most of the projects that are worked on
in the Houston area. CNC routers, high-speed panel saws, multi-spindle boring machines,
drill presses, and a variety of other equipment allow us to service the plants quickly and
efficiently. Brad Pirrung, CTR’s general manager, has over 25 years of experience
serving industry and he notes:

“It is important that we provide superior service,

demonstrate flexibility and continue to be responsive to the ever-changing requirements
and immediate needs of our customers. Our strength is delivering a solution and we have
a great team of people in Baytown to make it happen.”
CTR provides certain support services to our customers including but not limited to
inventory management, manufacturing, fabrication and assembly, replacement parts
distribution, export packing, and logistical services (where/when needed). Outsourcing
these services in varying degrees has been very cost effective for our customers in terms
of reducing personnel requirements, field crews, and management time. Valuable capital
resources are conserved as well by eliminating the need to inventory expensive structural
lumber, plywood, hardware, etc. and because of our proximity, companies rely on our
inventories as part of their emergency preparedness plans, in the event of another
hurricane, to quickly get processes back up and running. Our experience includes cooling
tower and plant construction experience as in our Baytown production manager, Adrain
Hill. Adrain brings many years of experience working for SPX and GEA in a field and
superintendent capacity and knows the business:

“We clearly understand the challenges the field crews face and they play to our
strengths as we try to solve these for you and/or your clients. We are experienced with
emergencies and we look at each job as if it is an emergency.”
In addition, we have individuals with direct industrial services experience in relation to
human resources and project management in the likes of Maria Coronado and Joanna
Hendrix. Our familiarity with fast paced quick turn projects by all staff result in excellence
in response to our customers. CTR has worked through all situations, urgent or not:
hurricane/storm damage, collapsed towers, same day service of fabricated materials, and
so on. Please contact Maria or Joanna with any questions at (832)838-8392 to see what
CTR can do for you.

